College of Engineering’s Prospective Student Presentations

These Prospective Engineering Student Presentations are for both recently admitted students and for future applicants. Reservations are NOT required. Learn about the offerings and opportunities for undergraduate engineering and computer science majors at UCSB and how to select the best university destination based on your goals and aspirations.

If you can’t make an Engineering presentation, please visit the campus on Saturday, April 9, 2016 for Spring Insight, the campuswide Open House, for more information see: http://admissions.sa.ucsb.edu/visit-ucsb/open-house.

The Engineering Sciences Building is between the Chemistry Building and the P10 parking structure, on the eastern side of campus.

Pick up Engineering specific publications and get your Engineering questions answered at these presentations.

Questions?
(805) 893-6139
admissions[at]engineering[dot]ucsb[dot]edu